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1. Let A be a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants, 
and X compact. With %R = St, the space of multiplicative linear 
functionals on A and q E mm, let M, = M,(A) denote the probability 
measures on X representing v on A and Al the complex measures 
orthogonal to A (with all measures Baire). 
The result in the title had its origin in the work of Helson and 
Lowdenslager [11], Bochner [6J and others, culminating in a recent 
version due to Ahern [I] which seems to be its most general form: 
if the elements of M, are all absolutely continuous with respect to X E M, , 
and p = pA + & is the Lebesgue decomposition of p E Al into absolutely 
continuous and singular parts relative to X, then CL,, , ~1 E Al. 
Evidently if v EM.+, were not absolutely continuous with respect 
to h, ~1 = v - h would violate the assertion, so the initial hypothesis is 
vital to the result in this form. 
Nevertheless Ahern’s result is a special case of a general result 
whose only special hypothesis is that A contain the constants so we 
may exponentiate; we shall be concerned here with this extension, and 
that of some related results. These extensions all arise from the idea 
of forming the Lebesgue decomposition of p relative to the set M, , 
in the sense we next define. (Most of our proofs, beyond being fitted 
to this notion, follow known proofs; see [I], [9], and [17].). 
DEFINITION. The (complex) measure p is singular with respect to 
a set M of probability measures (“p is M-singular”) if p is carried by 
some (Baire) set F of measure zero for all X in M; such an F will be 
called an M-null set, and if p vanishes on all M-null sets F (so p= = 0) 
we say p is M-absolutely continuous (p Q M). 
(When M = M,, we shall frequently use “y-singular” for “M,+,- 
* Work supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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singular”, etc.) Exhaustion easily shows we have a (unique) Lebesgue 
decomposition of any p relative to M: 
p = PF + PF’ 3 where pF is M-singular, PF’ < M; (1.1) 
simply choose an M-null F which maximizes (1 pF 11 , so that if E (and 
so E ” F) is M-null then 11 /-%ZuF 11 = 11 I-+ 11 + 11 (W)E 11 G 11 PLP~~ 
implies (~~9)~ = 0. 
THEOREM 1.1 (F. and M. Riesz). If p E Al, y E XC, and (2.I) is 
the Lebesgue decomposition of t.~ relative to M, , then pF, ,u~* E Al. 
More generally, if B is any subaEgebra of A containing the constants, 
* E % , and (1.1) is the Lebesgue decomposition of p E Al relative to 
M,(B), PF, PF’ E Al. 
This follows immediately from the following analogue of Ahern’s 
extension of Forelli’s Lemma [7]: 
LEMMA 1.2. If F = u K, is a q-null union of compact Bake sets 
K, there is a sequence {a,> in ball A, the unit bail of A, with a, -+ 0 on 
F and a, + 1 almost everywhere (a.e.) h, all h in M+, . 
The more general statement in 1.1 is obtained from 1.2 as follows. 
By regularity the F in (1 .I) can be taken of the form required in 1.2, 
and so 1.2, applied to the algebra B and # E !UtmB, yields a sequence 
{b,) in ball B for which b, +OonFand(x:limIb,(x)- 1 [ >O)is 
M+(B)-null, so that b, -+ 1 a.e. I ~1~’ I since pF’ < M,(B); hence 
JadpFj = lim Jab,dp = 0 f or a E A by dominated convergence. 
Our proof of 1.2 follows that given in [9], and is based on the 
following identityl: For u E C”(X) 
sup{Re~(a):aEA,Rea<~)=info((u):XEM~j. (1.2) 
Indeed since h (Re a) = Re h(a) = Re p(a), X E M, , the left side of 
(1.2) is at most the right; but the same equality shows Re a + Re v(a) 
is a well defined nonnegative linear functional on the subspace Re A 
of CR(X), and by the order-preserving form of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem has a nonnegative extension to CR(X) with the left side of 
(1.2) as its value at U. Since the extension is 1 at 1 it is thus given by a 
probability measure h, necessarily in M, , which then has the left 
side of (1.2) as its value at u, as desired. 
Proof of 1.2. For n fixed we have a sequence {uk} in C”(X), 
uk f - nxK, pointwise, so h(uk) 7 0 by monotone convergence, 
1 We shall frequently write A(u) for J udA. 
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h E M, . In the w* topology M, is compact and fk : h + h(u,J con- 
tinuous, so by Dini’s theorem convergence is uniform on M,: 
A(+) > - 4 r.+ for all h in M, for some K. By (1.2) we have an fn 
in A with Re fn < - nxK , Re v( f,) > - nm4. Setting 
a, = efn @‘i (eon)) we thus obtad an element a, of A (since 1 E A) 
of norm < 1 since Re f, < 0, with 1 a, 1 < e+ on K, so that a, --+ 0 
on F, while 1 > q~(a~) = 1 @(fn) 1 =exp [Re v( f,)] > e+-* > 1 - n-4. 
Now 
s Ia,-1\2dX<1+1-2Req(~)<-$ 
so that 
for each h in M, . This shows a, = xi:; (akfl - ak) + a, -+ 1 a.e. A, 
for each A in M, , completing our proof of 1.2. 
Lemma 1.2 also shows that for multiplicative functionals v and 4 
in the same Gleason part we obtain precisely the same Lebesgue 
decomposition (1.1) of p. Indeed, this follows if the v-null and #-null 
sets coincide, so we need only show that a y-null set F as described in 
1.2 is #-null. But by 1.2 we have (an) in ball A, a, -+ 0 on F, -+ 1 
a.e. A, all h in M, . Thus v(a,) --t 1 so that $(a,) -+ 1; since 
for each h in M# , F is also #-null. 
If v and I$ do not lie in the same Gleason part, each h in M, is 
singular with respect to A’ E MJI, but it is not apparent that the 
“~-absolutely continuous” component of t.~ should be “#-singular.” 
Nevertheless this is the case since we have (an> in ball A with 
1 p)(a,) - 1 / < ne4, 1 #(a,) + 1 1 < n4, and exactly as in the final 
step of the proof of 1.2 these conditions guarantee that the disjoint 
Baire sets {X : lim a,(x) = l} and {X : lim a,(x) = - l} carry M, 
and M$, respectively. Just as in [IO], [17] we can now obtain: 
COROLLARY 1.3. For p E Al there is a sequence F, , FI , F, ,. . . of 
pairwise disjoint Baire sets, and of (non-peak-point2) Gleason parts 
PI , P2 ,..., for which 
* Every p in AL is of course +ngular for a (generalized) peak point I. 
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(i) P = C&I PF, Y pFl E AL, 
(ii) pFO is y-singular for all v (“completely singular”), 
(iii) for i >, 1, Pi, is F-singular for q~ 4 Pi and < M, for ye E Pi . 
In particular,3 p E (ball AL)e is either completely singular or < Mq 
for some non-peak-point q~ in %R. 
(For the last assertion, note that the Lebesgue decomposition 
relative to each M, must be trivial or 
and p cannot be extreme in ball Al.) 
Actually a finer decomposition is possible because of the second 
assertion in our F. and M. Riesz Theorem 1.1. For if B is any sub- 
algebra of A containing 1, Mq = M&A) C M,(B), so that while 
M+,(B)-null sets are certainly M,-null the converse is false; thus 
p < M, is certainly M,(B)-absolutely continuous, but a M,-singular 
,u may have a nontrivial Lebesgue decomposition relative to M,(B). 
(Again, some I/ in 9X, may not extend to an element of m, and still 
provide a decomposition.) While the possibility of varying B seems 
promising, we shall actually only be able to exploit this in one special 
situation, which will use the 
COROLLARY 1.4. If B is a subalgebra of A, 1 E B, and # E muz,, 
while p E (ball Al)e, either p < M,(B) or p is M,(B)-singular. 
For otherwise M+(B) provides a non-trivial decomposition of CL, as 
before. 
Before proceding further, we want to note some immediate applica- 
tions. By a well known result of Bishop-de Leeuw and Choquet 
[4, 151, for p E A-L we have a measure 7 on E = (ball Al)” for which 
P = j, 44 and PF = .& W( dv for any Baire F. Now if A separates ) 
X, and F is a peak interpolation set (i.e., a peak set with A 1 F = C(F), 
or equivalently [S, 4.81 a compact G, with pF = 0 for all p in A-L) 
then4 X, = 0, h EM, , for all non-peak-points v. Conversely, that 
implies vF = 0 for v E E, v < M, , so pF = s vFv(dv) = 0 if no ele- 
ments of E are completely singular. 
s K” denotes the set of extreme points of K. 
‘Each element of F is a peak point (by Bishop’s lemma [a) so that (p $ F; for 
f~ A, q$f) = 0 we have fh J- A, so (fh)F = 0 = f&c, and since we can view X as a 
subset of mm, this leads easily to hF = 0. (Actually, here and in [8, 4.81 it is only 
essential that A separate F, as is easily seen.) 
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COROLLARY 1.5. If A separates X and (ball Al)” has no completely 
singular elements, a compact GB is a peak interpolation set s@ it is v-null 
for all non-peak points g, ( or, equivalently,5 iff it is of measure zero for all 
non-trivial multiplicative measures and lies in the Choquet boundary). 
This applies in particular to A = R(K) (the closure in C(X) of 
rational functions with poles off KC C), where it is known that no 
completely singular orthogonal measures exist. (This follows from 
Wilken’s argument in [18, 3.11, an observation for which we are 
indebted to John Garnett: if 0 # u E R(K)1 then there is a complex 
measure gv, g ELl(I v I), representing some y E K; and then one 
obtains a h E M, with X < 1 v 1 , all as in [Z8]. So v is not completely 
singular.) 
Completely singular elements of (ball Al)” sometimes do exist,6 
but an analogue of 1.5 is available which completely avoids them, 
and also provides an example of the use of subalgebras to yield 
decompositions. For convenience, for f E A let Mt denote the set 
of probability measures orthogonal to fA, hence the representing 
measures for the functional on B = C + fA annihilating fA. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let 5 C A be nonvoid and consist of invertible elements 
of C(X) non-invertible in A, and suppose 5-l u A generates C(X). Then 
for any p E (ball Al)e, E.L < Mf for some f E 5. 
Consequently if A separates X, a compact G6 in X is a peak interpola- 
tion set if (and only if) it is of measure zero for all h in Mf, all f in 5. 
Thus, for example, a subset F of the torus T’ is a peak interpolation 
set for the bicylinder algebra’ P(D) iff it is of measure zero for all 
probability measures on T2 orthogonal either to zP(D*) or to wP(D2). 
The second assertion of 1.6 follows from the first by the Bishop- 
de Leeuw-Choquet representation exactly as in 1.5. The first follows 
from an argument of [IO] [I71 via 1.4. 
Indeed suppose p < Mf fails for every f E 5. By 1.4 applied to 
B = C + fA we know p is Mf-singular for each f E 5. Since f is not 
invertible in A, F(f) = 0 for some v E ‘9~ and if h E M, certainly 
h E Mf; thus for g E A 
$ TV - p ($) h is orthogonal to B = C +fA, 
6 This differs from the previous condition only in that it translates the fact that the 
set is of measure zero for all point masses representing non-peak points. 
s As Gamett has pointed out they exist whenever A is a logmodular but non- 
dirichlet algebra, e.g. for Hm of the disc. Indeed then a real p in (ball (Re A)l)’ C 
(ball Al)” must be completely singular since there are no real measures < Mq [13,6.71. 
’ P(D) consists of the uniform closure on D* = {(a, w) EC? : 1 z 1, 1 w 1 < l} of 
all polynomials in z, w. 
580/1/1-S 
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so that its Mf-singular component, (giif) CL, is also orthogonal to B. In 
particular (gif) p( 1) = 0 =f-l,u(g), so f-$ 1 A. Repeating the 
argument with f + in place of p, f -“p J- A, and continuing we find 
f -“p 1 A for all n > 0. 
Now f -“r-L is Mh-singular for h E 5 since p is, so the same argument 
shows h-“f + 1 A for m, n > 0, and continuing, f;-"1 -e-f gnkp 1 A 
for ni > 0. Thus p is orthogonal to the subalgebra of C(X) generated 
by 5-l and A, which is C(X) by hypothesis, so p = 0 E (ball Al)e, 
our contradiction. (A f C(X) since 5 f 9%) 
The proof evidently also yields 
COROLLARY 1.7. Under the hypotheses of 1.6, no nonzero element of 
Al is Mf-singular for all f in 5. 
2. In order to proceed further we need the extension, to the 
present setting, of a result of Hoffman and 
Forelli’s Lemma. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f is a bounded 
which there is a sequence {a,] in A with 
Wermer [I71 inspired by 
Bake function on X for 
Then there is a sequence (6,) in the I/f i/,-ball of A with b,,, -+ f 
a.e. h for each h in M, . 
Proof. We can of course assume 
Ilf IL = 1 and syp J” If - a, Iz dh < rr4, 
so that exactly as in the proof of 1.2 we have a, + f a.e. h for each h 
in M,. Now if G, = (x : 1 a,(x) 1 > 1 + E> we evidently have 
sup, XG,, -+ 0, while 
< I% (I - f I2 dA)“’ + AG,, 
SO that qn = supA ]c, log 1 a, 1 dh -+ 0. Consequently since 
j log+ I4 I d < S, log I % I fG + log (1 + c) d %I + E 
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we conclude that 
~~=sypplog+~aIdA+o. 
Now set u, = - log+ 1 a, 1 E CR(X). Since 
-77~=inf(h(u,):hEM,}-tO, 
by (1.2) we havef, in A, with 
Ref,<u,, GO and OaRev(f&--i-+0. 
We can of course assume Re y( f,) > - ne4 since we are free to pass 
to subsequences, and now with g, = efn @ii @(fn) we have 
I wn I = I an I exp (RefiJ < I a, I exp (- log+ I an I) < 1 
while I g, I = exp (Ref,) < 1 so that 
1 > F(g,J = / e”(fn) I = exp [Re v( fn)] >, e-n-4 > 1 - nP4. 
Exactly as in 1.2 the last inequalities imply g, -+ 1 a.e. A, so that 
adn -+ f a.e. A, for each h in M, . So we need only set b, = a&% to 
obtain the desired sequence. 
Remark. Note that if the sequence {an} lies in an ideal I of A, the 
same is true of {b,}. M ore generally, note that the proof shows that 
for any sequence {a,} in C(X) satisfying (2.1), whether in A or not, 
we have a sequence {b,), with b, = ak,,gk,, , gk,E ball 4 II hII < llfll , 
converging to f a.e. A, all h in Mq . 
The hypothesis of 2.1. requires that f be simultaneously approxi- 
mable in a family of Hilbert spaces; our next step is to see that when f 
is continuous individual approximation suffices. 
LEMMA 2.2. For f E C(X), 
More generally, A could be any subspace of C(X), in particular 
an ideal of A, and M, any w* compact convex set. To prove Lemma 
2.2, note that a -+ l I f - a 1% dA is convex, while X -+ J I f - a I2 dh 
is affine (so concave) and continuous on the w* compact convex set 
M, since f, a E C(X); thus 2.2 follows from the following well known 
extension of von Neumann’s Minimax Theorem [14]. 
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Suppose A and M are convex subsets of topological vector spaces, M 
is compact, and F is a nonnegative real valued function on M x A for 
which a + F(m, a) is convex and m --t F(m, a) is concave and continuous. 
Then 
i;f sip F(m, a) = sop i;fF(m, a). 
To see this note that inf sup 3 sup inf trivially, while 
0 < szp i;f F(m, a) < itf szp F(m, a) < co 
by compactness and continuity, so it suffices to replace F by 
F - supm inf, F(m, a) and obtain a contradiction from 
i:f s;p F(m, a) > C > 0 = sip “f F(m, a), (2.2) 
where F is real valued, but otherwise has the properties of our original 
function. 
Now (2.2) implies that for each a we have an m with F(m, u) > C, 
and this says the convex hull K of the subset {F(*, a) : a E A) of 
P(M) is at a distance > C from the nonpositive cone in CR(M): for 
given & 20, C& = 1, ai E A we have C h,F(m, ad) > F(m, C &ac), 
and the last exceeds C for some m E M. 
This of course implies the nonpositive cone and K can be strictly 
separated by a continuous functional on CR(M), nonpositive on the 
nonpositive cone, and > 1 on K. By the Riesz representation theorem 
we thus obtain a probability measure p on M for which p(h) 3 E > 0 
for h in K, so that JF(m, a) p(dm) >, E for all a in A. Since m ---t F(m, a) 
is concave on the convex set M we have 
F (1 m&W, a) b /F(m, 4 cL(dm) 2 c 
where m0 = S mp(dm) E M, so that 
0 = sup inf F(m, a) > i;f F(m, , u) > 6 > 0, m a 
the desired contradiction. 
As an immediate consequence of 2.2 we obtain the following impro- 
vement of 2.1 for continuous f, 
COROLLARY 2.3. IffEC(X) I ies in the L2(h)-closure H2(A, A) of A, 
for each h in M, , then there is a sequence {a,> in the ((f II,-ball of A 
with a, -+ f a.e. A, all h in M, . 
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For f E W(A, A) for all A implies 
inf syp a 
Sjf--~2dX=s~pi~fS~f--~2dX=0, 
and thus 2.1 applies. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose (ball Al)” contains no completely singular 
elements (cf. 1.3). Then 
A = { f E C(X) : f E H2(A, A), all h multiplicative on A} 
= { f E C(X) : f E H”(A, h), all X E M, for one v in each part}. 
Indeed if f in the last set is not in A, by Krein-Milman there is a TV 
in (ball Al)” with p(f) # 0; but p < M, for all v in one Gleason 
part by 1.3, and by 2.3 for one such F we have a sequence {a3 in A 
converging boundedly to f a.e. X for all X in M, , so that a, --t f a.e. 
( p 1 , whence 0 # p(f) = lim p(a,) = 0 by dominated convergence. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose A C B are subalgebras of C(X) containing 
the constants (i) mm, = mLn, , (ii) (Re A)1 = (Re B)l, and (iii) there are 
no completely singular elements of (ball AJ-)e. Then A = B. 
Because of (i) and (ii) A and B share the same set of multiplicative 
measures. If h is one of these we have 
(Re A)‘- n L2(A) - X = (Re B)‘- n L2(h) - A, 
and if we let E be the corresponding subset of L2(h), then we have the 
orthogonal decompositions 
L2(4 = H2(4 4 0 W(-4 A) 0 E = H2(B, A) @ &yB, A) @ E 
(where the zeros denote elements of mean zero), since h is multiplica- 
tive on theL2-closure of A, B, as usual. Evidently A C B thus implies 
H2(A, X) = H2(B, X), and so A = B by the previous corollary. 
One application of this result is striking: if K is any compact set in C 
then R(K) = A(K) (= th e continuous functions on K analytic on its 
interior) zr (Re R(K))1 = (Re A(K))l. 
Here X = aK, W = K in each case, and there are no completely 
singular elements of R(K)l, as noted earlier. 
Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5 have analogues ignoring complete singularity 
in precisely the setting of 1.6. First we should note, by the remark 
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following the proof of 2. I applied to the algebra B = C + fA, that if, 
in the notation of 1.6, 
where g is a bounded function, then g is the limit (a.e. A, for each X 
in Mf) of a sequence with terms of the form b, = a,g, , g, E B, so 
b, E A. Thus, exactly as in Corollary 2.3, ifg E C(X) lies in H2(A, X), 
for each h in IV?, then we have {b,} in the 11 g /,-ball of A with b, -+g 
a.e. A, each h in Mr (rather than just for a set A!&). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose 5 C A satisjies the hypothesis of 1.6. Then 
A = {g E C(X) : g E H*(A, X)for all h E Mf, aZZf E S}. 
Proof. For p E (ball Al)” we have TV < Mf for some f in 5 by 
1.6, and by our remarks we have a bounded sequence {b,} in A con- 
verging to g a.e. A, all h in Mf. So p(g) = 0 by dominated convergence 
as earlier; by Krein-Milman then, g E A. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Again suppose 5 C A satisjes the hypothesis of 
1.6, and that B 1 A is a subalgebra of C(X), for which for each f E ij 
(Re fA)L = (RejII)l. (2.3) 
Then A = B. 
Proof. By (2.3), h E Mf(A) C (RefA)i = (RefB)l, so that h is 
multiplicative on C + fB. Moreover 
(Re(C +fA))‘- = (RefA)l n I’- = (RefB)'- n IL = (Re(C +fB))l; 
so intersection withL*(h) h s ows the closed span E in L*(A) of the real 
elements orthogonal to each of the algebras C + fA, C + fB is the 
same. Since h is multiplicative on each algebra we obtain the orthogonal 
decompositions 
L*(h) = H2(C + fA, X) @ H,2(C + fA, h) @ E 
= H*(C + fB, h) @ H,“(C + fB, h) @ E, 
as earlier, and thus Ho2(C + fA, A) = H,,*(C + fB, A). This says the 
closure inL2(X) of the sets fA and fB coincide, and since f, f -l E C(X), 
the closure of A and B coincide. By the previous corollary then, 
g E B lies in A. 
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As a final remark, it should be noted that when q E m has a strongly 
dominant representing measure A,, in the sense of [9] (so that X E M, 
implies X < const. h,) the convergence (2.1) required for our Hoffman- 
Wermer theorem is precisely L2(h,) convergence, and 2.1 reduces to 
the corresponding result of [9]. In the next section however, it may be 
worth noting that our hypotheses can be expressed entirely in terms of 
Lz convergence relative to a strongly dominant measure whenever 
one is available. 
3. The results of the preceding sections allow us to relate closely 
the ideal structure of A to invariant subspaces in the various H*(A, h), 
as was done for the disc algebra in [16]. To begin, we first note the 
consequence of the generalized Forelli Lemma 1.2 for ideals. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I be an ideal in A, B a subalgebra of A, and 
# ~502~. Then ifp = pF+pFn, is the Lebesgue decomposition of p E IL 
relative to M,(B), pF, pLF’ E Il. Thus if p E (ball Il)e, TV < M,(B), or 
is M&B)-singular. 
For we have {b,} in ball B with b, + 0 on F, b, -+ 1 a.e. X, 
h E M,(B), so that Jf dpF, = lim Jfbn dp = 0 for f E 1, as usual. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose I is a closed idea8 in A. 
(a) If Al contains no completely singular elements then 
I={gEC(X):g=O on X n hull I and g E I- in L2(X), 
for each X in M, , for one ‘p in each part}. 
(b) If 5 C A satisjies the hypotheses of I .6, 
I={gEC(X):g=O onX n hullIandg E I-inL2(h), allhin Mf, allf E S}. 
Proof. In either case if g $ I we have p E (ball Il)e with p(g) # 0. 
By 3.1, ,u < M, or is v-singular, for each y in Y.R, and, in (b), p < Mt 
or is Mf-singular, f E 5. 
Now in the first case if p is v-singular for every v then for a ~1, 
up is a completely singular element of Al, hence up = 0, a E I, so 
that p is carried by X n hull I, which of course implies p(g) = 0. 
So p < M, for y in one part. And in (b), p < Mf for some f E 5, or 
s As will be noted, this applies equally well if I is any closed A-module in C(X) and 
X A hull I is the set of common zeroes of the elements of 1. Of course “I- in L*(X) ” 
means “ the closure of I in LB(h) “. 
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p is ikff-singular for every f and thus for a E I, ap = 0 by 1.7. Since 
this again leads to the contradiction p(g) = 0, we must have p < Mf 
for some f. 
So we have p < M (= M, or Mf for some q~ or f) for which we 
know 
(by hypothesis and the remark following Lemma 2.2). By the remark 
following (2.1) (with the basic algebra A or C + fA, in our two 
cases), we obtain a bounded sequence (6,) in I for which b, -+g a.e. 
X, all h in M, so since p < M, by dominated convergence 
p(g) = lim I = 0, the desired contradiction, completing our 
proof. 
9s indicated earlier, only non-peak-point parts are needed in a result 
like Theorem 3.2a, and whenever strongly dominant representing 
measures are available one need only consider approximation in one 
L” space for each such part. Thus Theorem 3.2a combines with the 
known form of invariant subspaces for H2 of the disc algebra 
A -= R(D) to give most of the known characterization of its closed 
ideals [12], [26]: for Theorem 3.2a asserts here that a nonzero ideal I 
consists of all f in A vanishing on K = aII n hull I (necessarily a 
closed set of measure zero on the circle aD by Jensen’s inequality) 
withf EF- H”(d9/2 7r w ) h ere F is an inner function; in fact of course 
,f, F EL” so that f /F E H” = L” n H2. Now if we use the fact that F 
must divide the inner factor of f, (i.e., the factorization theorem) 
the proof at the top of p. 70 of [I21 shows F is in fact continuous on 
aD\f-l(O), while f !‘I;, continuous there, + 0 as we approach f -l(O). 
Thus f /F is an element of A vanishing on K, and we see that I is an 
ideal of the form described on pp. 84-85 of [12]; the remainder of the 
characterization is more or less as in [I2]. 
More generally, from Ahern and Sarason’s characterization [2, 
Section 141 of the invariant subspaces of H”(R(K), A) when C\K 
has finitely many components [and h is the (strongly dominant) 
harmonic measure for a point interior to K], we can assert that each 
closed ideal I in R(K), for such K, has the following form: I consists of 
all f in R(K) vanishing on a closed subset E of aK, of harmonic 
measure either zero or one for each point interior to K, with 
fEw,H2@(K), A,) f or each n, where An is the harmonic measure of 
one point in the n-th component of the interior of K, and w, is a 
“rigid” function in H2 in the sense of [2]. 
Indeed, that E = i3K n hull I is of harmonic measure zero or one 
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for each point interior to K again follows from Jensen’s inequality, 
and any such E can occur (since pE 1 R(K) for each p 1 R(K) by 
virtue of the decomposition of t.~ E R(K)1 into measures absolutely 
continuous with respect to harmonic measures [.?I, [9], while this 
property implies E is a peak set in aK by [8,4.8]). The elements of I 
all vanish on the closure of any component of the interior of K for 
points of which E has harmonic measure one, so rigid functions can 
be ignored for such components, and otherwise are uniquely deter- 
mined; but how arbitrarily they may be chosen is not clear. 
We close with a rather surprising fact about ideals in certain alge- 
bras. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose A 1 has no completely singular elements. 
Then distinct closed ideals I, J in A have distinct sets of real orthogonal 
measures (so (Re I)1 # (Re JjL for I # J). 
Proof. If v E hull I\hull J and X E M, then X E I’\JJ-, so we can 
assume I and J have the same hull. We shall suppose (Re I)1 = (Re J)” 
and show I = J. 
Now it suffices to consider only the special case in which I C J; 
for (Re (I + J)-)’ = (Re I)’ n (Re J)” = (Re I)1 = (Re fil, so that 
I = (I + fi- and J = (I + J)- follow from that case. 
But when I C J and (Re I)1 = (Re J)I, exactly as in Corollary 2.5, 
one concludes that I and J have the same closure in L*(X) for each h 
multiplicative on A, so each g in J lies in I by Theorem 3.2a. 
Notes Added in Proof, April 18, 1967. 
(1) The fact (cited after 1.2) that y-null and #-null sets coincide 
for v and # in the same part becomes more transparent if one notes 
each h in M, is bounded by a A’ in n/r. This fact follows trivially 
from the result of Bishop [Bull. Am. Math. Sot. 70 (1964), 121-1221 
that there are boundedly equivalent A, E M, and A, E M,; for with 
E > 0 small, A’ = I\$ + ,(A - A,) >, EA and lies in M, . 
(2) For a variant of Theorem 1.6, note that, if we only know that 
the subalgebra B of C(X) g enerated by 5-l u A has no completely 
singular elements in (ball BL)e, then our p < Mf or < M, for some 
f of v. Indeed if we have no such f then our proof shows p E ball Bl, 
where p E (ball Al)” must be extreme, so p < M,(B) for some 
q~ E ‘i& , whence TV< M, . 
Thus in the example after 1.6, we can obtain a slightly stronger 
assertion using a single coordinate function for 5. 
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(3) Since this paper was written several improvements and 
extensions have been obtained by John Garnett and the author; 
these will appear in a subsequent note, “Algebras with the Same 
Multiplicative Measures.” 
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